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Abstract—Code coverage measures the degree to which source code elements (e.g., statements, branches) are invoked during testing. Despite growing evidence that coverage is a problematic measurement, it is often used to make decisions about where testing effort should be invested. For example, using coverage as a guide, tests should be written to invoke the non-covered program elements. At their core, coverage measurements assume that invocation of a program element during any test is equally valuable. Yet in reality, some tests are more robust than others. As a concrete instance of this, we posit in this paper that program elements that are only covered by flaky tests, i.e., tests with non-deterministic behaviour, are also worthy of investment of additional testing effort. In this paper, we set out to quantify, characterize, and mitigate “flakily covered” program elements (i.e., those elements that are only covered by flaky tests). To that end, we perform an empirical study of three large software systems from the OpenStack community. In terms of quantification, we find that systems are disproportionately impacted by flakily covered statements with 5% and 10% of the covered statements in Nova and Neutron being flakily covered, respectively, while < 1% of Cinder statements are flakily covered. In terms of characterization, we find that incidences of flakily covered statements could not be well explained by solely using code characteristics, such as dispersion, ownership, and development activity. In terms of mitigation, we propose GreedyFlake – a test effort prioritization algorithm to maximize return on investment when tackling the problem of flakily covered program elements. We find that GreedyFlake outperforms baseline approaches by at least eight percentage points of Area Under the Cost Effectiveness Curve.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Code coverage tools measure how thoroughly tests exercise programs [1]. By instrumenting a program during test suite execution, code coverage tools determine which program elements have been invoked and which ones have not. Coverage reports provide an overview of the proportion of all program elements that have been invoked during testing [1]. Although they may target program elements at varying granularities (e.g., statements, branches), their essential mode of operation remains the same.

Since low code coverage indicates that plenty of program elements have not been tested, it is common practice for software organizations to use coverage measurements as a quality gate in their integration pipelines. For example, the Apache Software Foundation has a quality gate that enforces a minimum code coverage of 80% by default. Changes that do not meet this quality criterion are blocked from integration into the product.

Conversely, it is assumed that high coverage indicates adequate testing. Goodhart’s law (a popular adage) states that “When a measure becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure” [2] – this is indeed true of coverage measurements. Fowler has argued that when coverage improvements are targeted, developers tend to focus on writing tests that improve coverage, rather than writing tests that can catch defects. This increases the cost of test execution and maintenance by adding additional tests; however, the benefits in terms of test suite effectiveness are unclear. Indeed, studies of the relationship between coverage and test suite effectiveness have produced mixed results [3], [4].

At their core, coverage measurements are based on a coarse-grained binary classification of program elements. Elements are either labelled as invoked during testing or not. It is our position that this classification is limiting the value of coverage measurements. Expanding the classification to a broader set of categories may yield more actionable insights. For example, coverage can be classified based on the scope of the covering test (e.g., unit, integration). Coverage by one scope may not imply coverage by another.

Program elements can also be covered by flaky tests, i.e., tests that exhibit non-deterministic behaviour. Program elements that are covered by flaky tests are unlikely to be as well-tested as program elements that are covered by tests with deterministic behaviour.

In this paper, we set out to study these flakily covered elements as well as their impact “in the wild.” To do so, we perform an empirical study of the Nova, Neutron, and Cinder projects – the three largest and most active projects in the OpenStack community. We structure our empirical study along three dimensions:

1) Quantification: To what degree are program elements flakily covered?

Motivation: While a fine grained coverage analysis has benefits, the additional costs involved in
determining flakily covered program elements needs to be justified. If flakily covered program elements are rare, their impact on code coverage measurements could be dismissed as negligible and the additional cost involved is not justified. Therefore, it is necessary to quantify flakily covered program elements to determine if the magnitude of flakily covered program elements is high enough to justify further analyses.

Results: We find that systems are disproportionately impacted by flakily covered statements with 5% and 10% of the covered statements in Nova and Neutron being flakily covered, respectively, while <1% of Cinder statements are flakily covered.

2) Characterization: Which kinds of program elements are flakily covered?
Motivation: If the occurrence of flakily covered statements can be explained by basic code characteristics, such as the location within the system, ownership, age and churn, then there is no need to distinguish between flakily covered and covered program elements.

Results: We take the position of a devil’s advocate and analyze flakily covered statements along three dimensions of basic code characteristics, namely (A) Dispersion; (B) Ownership; and (C) Development activity. From our analyses, we conclude that the occurrence of flakily covered statements cannot be well explained solely by using basic code characteristics.

3) Mitigation: How should repair effort be prioritized?
Motivation: Software teams often operate under tight time and budget constraints. Thus, it would be useful to prioritize the mitigation of flakily covered program elements such that teams receive the largest return on investment as quickly as possible.

Results: We propose GreedyFlake, a greedy approach to prioritize the repair of flaky tests such that the ones that are associated with the largest number of flakily covered statements are fixed first. To evaluate GreedyFlake, we plot Alberg diagrams (a.k.a., lift charts) of the cost (in terms of flaky tests to be repaired) against the effectiveness (flakily covered program elements that have been repaired). We observe that GreedyFlake outperforms random and traditional test case prioritization approaches by at least eight percentage points. However, we find that there is only marginal benefit to the greedy re-ranking step (1-3 percentage points), so “greediness” is not necessary to achieve most of the benefit.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss the related work with respect to code coverage, test reliability and test prioritization.

2.1 Code Coverage

Code coverage is a well established concept in software engineering research and practice. Piwowarski et al. [5] explained that IBM used code coverage in the late 1960s. Marick [6] warns that “requiring” very high coverage might lead to tests being written only to satisfy coverage conditions and not to reveal bugs. Elbaum et al. [7] studied the impact of software evolution on code coverage and determined that even small changes during the evolution of a program can have a profound impact on coverage information.

As code coverage criteria are often used to evaluate test suites, many studies focus on the relationship between code coverage and test suite effectiveness. Some studies have shown that generating test suites to satisfy code coverage criteria has a positive effect on finding faults [4, 8, 9] while other studies do not [3, 10, 11, 12]. Schwartz et al. [13] investigated the faults that are missed by test suites with high coverage scores and found that they often miss faults that corrupt internal state.

Broadly speaking, most prior work has focused on understanding code coverage with respect to different granularities of program elements and examining the risks associated with using high coverage as a quality gate. We instead propose to explore code coverage with an awareness of test characteristics and to categorize covered program elements based on test characteristics, to obtain more actionable insights from code coverage. Wong et al. [14] proposed an approach to calculate the risk of a statement based on the number of successful and failed tests that cover it. Their approach was successful in a fault localization scenario. Our approach aims to categorize covered program elements based on test reliability (flakiness).

2.2 Flaky Tests

Previous studies on flaky tests have focused on understanding the root causes of flaky tests. Luo et al [15] analyzed 201 commits in the Apache ecosystem that fixed flaky tests and reported that the three main causes of non-determinism in tests are asynchronous waits, concurrency and test order dependencies. Thorge et al. [16] performed a similar analysis for Android applications and reported three other root causes, namely, Dependency, Program Logic, and UI.

The common practice to determine if a test is flaky is to repeat the test a number of times and mark the test as flaky if the result changes. Since repeating tests is expensive, many studies have focused on automatically detecting flaky tests. Bell et al. [17] proposed an automated approach called DeFlaker, which monitors the coverage of code changes and marks as flaky any newly failing test that did not execute any of the changed lines of code. Their approach was able to detect 87 unknown flaky tests in ten active projects. Lam et al. [18] proposed an automated approach to detect order-dependent flaky tests. King et al. [19] proposed an approach that leverages Bayesian networks for classifying flaky tests.

In this paper, we rely on test execution history to build a corpus of flaky tests, then use this data to identify flakily covered program elements.
In this study, we set out to analyze code coverage with an awareness of characteristics of the test(s) that cover(s) each statement in the source code. Specifically, we study test scope and reliability characteristics. In this section, we outline our approach for collecting the data required to analyze coverage from different perspectives.

### 3.1 Studied Systems

In order to analyze code coverage with an awareness of test characteristics, we need projects with a clearly defined testing process. Therefore, we focus on projects from the OpenStack community for analysis. The OpenStack community has (a) clear testing guidelines for its projects and (b) a robust continuous integration system with test execution results available for submitted patches.

We need large and active projects, to maximize our chances of observing flaky tests. We start by identifying projects that form the core of OpenStack, namely Nova, Neutron, Cinder, Keystone, Glance, Swift and Horizon.

Next, we need to ensure that we are able to collect complete coverage information by running the test suites successfully. Most OpenStack projects use Tox to install the dependencies needed for testing. Using this Tox environment, we could successfully replicate the testing environments for Nova, Neutron and Cinder.

### 3.2 Data Extraction

Figure 1 provides an overview of the steps involved in the coverage and test characteristics data extraction process.

#### DE1: Collect statement-level coverage

We first need to compute a test-to-statement mapping, i.e., a many-to-many relation where each statement may be covered by zero or more tests and each test may cover zero or more statements. The main purpose of the test-to-statement mapping is to enable fine-grained analysis. Since we set out to analyze scope- and reliability-aware coverage perspectives, this mapping is a critical data structure upon which we will build.

Since our studied projects are implemented in Python, we use Coverage.py, a popular Python coverage tool, to collect coverage at the statement level. The result is a Coverage database (CovDB), which contains a list of all the statements executed during coverage collection and a test-to-statement mapping.

Recent work by Shi et al. [25] demonstrated that flaky tests can yield unreliable coverage measurements. To mitigate the risks posed by flaky tests, for each project, we repeat the collection of coverage measurements ten times. In our coverage collection scenarios, we did not observe any test failures. In fact, we found that the coverage measurements are stable and do not change across the ten runs. We do not believe this is irregular, as Shi et al. found that coverage instability was project-sensitive.

Another concern is accurate test-to-statement mapping when tests share setup/teardown code. The studied projects use the unittest framework for testing, which supports sharing setup/teardown methods both at the test case level and test class level. When code is shared at the test case level (using setUp/tearDown methods), the unittest framework executes the shared statements for each test case, which allows Coverage.py to map shared statements to all the tests.

#### DE2: Classify tests by scope

For prioritization, we could successfully replicate the testing environment setup/teardown methods both at the test case level and test class level. When code is shared at the test case level (using setUp/tearDown methods), the unittest framework executes the shared statements for each test case, which allows Coverage.py to map shared statements to all the tests.

#### DE3: Classify tests by reliability

Greedy algorithms have also been explored. For example, Jones and Harrold [23] proposed a greedy variant to the Modified Condition/Decision Coverage (MC/DC) criterion for prioritization. Moreover, Li et al. [24] compared random prioritization and a genetic test case prioritization algorithm with several greedy algorithms. They observed that greedy algorithms are often outperformed by optimal algorithms, but the simplicity and cost effectiveness of greedy algorithms still merits their usage. Given their promising results, we propose a greedy approach to tackle flakily covered program elements.

Prioritization approaches may also focus on which areas of the codebase should be improved first. For example, Shihab et al. [25] leveraged the development history of a project to generate a prioritized list of functions to focus unit test writing resources on. In our work, we obtain a prioritized list of flaky tests to minimize flakily covered program elements.

#### DE4: Enriched Coverage

Test case prioritization is a means to achieve target objectives in software testing by reordering the execution sequences of test suites. Rothermel et al. [20] formally defined the test case prioritization (TCP) problem, presented several techniques for prioritizing test cases, and presented the results of empirical studies in which those techniques were applied to various programs. In particular, four coverage-based greedy test prioritization approaches were proposed. Elbaum et al. [21] extended the empirical study of Rothermel et al. by including more programs and prioritization techniques. Do and Rothermel [22] applied coverage-based prioritization techniques to the Unit testing environment and showed that prioritized execution of JUnit test cases improved the fault-detection rate.

Greedy algorithms have also been explored. For example, Jones and Harrold [23] proposed a greedy variant to the Modified Condition/Decision Coverage (MC/DC) criterion for prioritization. Moreover, Li et al. [24] compared random prioritization and a genetic test case prioritization algorithm with several greedy algorithms. They observed that greedy algorithms are often outperformed by optimal algorithms, but the simplicity and cost effectiveness of greedy algorithms still merits their usage. Given their promising results, we propose a greedy approach to tackle flakily covered program elements.

Prioritization approaches may also focus on which areas of the codebase should be improved first. For example, Shihab et al. [25] leveraged the development history of a project to generate a prioritized list of functions to focus unit test writing resources on. In our work, we obtain a prioritized list of flaky tests to minimize flakily covered program elements.

### 3.3 Test Case Prioritization

Test case prioritization is a means to achieve target objectives in software testing by reordering the execution sequences of test suites. Rothermel et al. [20] formally defined the test case prioritization (TCP) problem, presented several techniques for prioritizing test cases, and presented the results of empirical studies in which those techniques were applied to various programs. In particular, four coverage-based greedy test prioritization approaches were proposed. Elbaum et al. [21] extended the empirical study of Rothermel et al. by including more programs and prioritization techniques. Do and Rothermel [22] applied coverage-based prioritization techniques to the JUnit testing environment and showed that prioritized execution of JUnit test cases improved the fault-detection rate.

Greedy algorithms have also been explored. For example, Jones and Harrold [23] proposed a greedy variant to the Modified Condition/Decision Coverage (MC/DC) criterion for prioritization. Moreover, Li et al. [24] compared random prioritization and a genetic test case prioritization algorithm with several greedy algorithms. They observed that greedy algorithms are often outperformed by optimal algorithms, but the simplicity and cost effectiveness of greedy algorithms still merits their usage. Given their promising results, we propose a greedy approach to tackle flakily covered program elements.

Prioritization approaches may also focus on which areas of the codebase should be improved first. For example, Shihab et al. [25] leveraged the development history of a project to generate a prioritized list of functions to focus unit test writing resources on. In our work, we obtain a prioritized list of flaky tests to minimize flakily covered program elements.

### 2.3 Test Case Prioritization

Test case prioritization is a means to achieve target objectives in software testing by reordering the execution sequences of test suites. Rothermel et al. [20] formally defined the test case prioritization (TCP) problem, presented several techniques for prioritizing test cases, and presented the results of empirical studies in which those techniques were applied to various programs. In particular, four coverage-based greedy test prioritization approaches were proposed. Elbaum et al. [21] extended the empirical study of Rothermel et al. by including more programs and prioritization techniques. Do and Rothermel [22] applied coverage-based prioritization techniques to the JUnit testing environment and showed that prioritized execution of JUnit test cases improved the fault-detection rate.

Greedy algorithms have also been explored. For example, Jones and Harrold [23] proposed a greedy variant to the Modified Condition/Decision Coverage (MC/DC) criterion for prioritization. Moreover, Li et al. [24] compared random prioritization and a genetic test case prioritization algorithm with several greedy algorithms. They observed that greedy algorithms are often outperformed by optimal algorithms, but the simplicity and cost effectiveness of greedy algorithms still merits their usage. Given their promising results, we propose a greedy approach to tackle flakily covered program elements.

Prioritization approaches may also focus on which areas of the codebase should be improved first. For example, Shihab et al. [25] leveraged the development history of a project to generate a prioritized list of functions to focus unit test writing resources on. In our work, we obtain a prioritized list of flaky tests to minimize flakily covered program elements.

### 3 Study Design

In this study, we set out to analyze code coverage with an awareness of characteristics of the test(s) that cover(s) each statement in the source code. Specifically, we study test scope and reliability characteristics. In this section, we outline our approach for collecting the data required to analyze coverage from different perspectives.
that execute them. When code is shared at the test class level (using setUpClass/tearDownClass methods), Coverage.py does not map the code to individual tests in the class. However, we do not find any instances of shared code at test class level in the studied projects.

**DE2: Classify tests by scope**

Tests are written with different intended scopes. For example, unit tests focus on isolating the smallest modules for individual testing, while integration or functional tests target logical groups of modules or system-level functionality. Since coverage by one scope may not imply coverage by another (e.g., integration-level issues cannot be discovered by unit tests), we set out to study how coverage varies with respect to scope.

In the studied projects, tests are organized based on their scope into separate folders (unit and functional). We determine the scope of each test by analyzing the code base directory in which the test appears.

**DE3: Update Test Flakiness**

Flaky tests are tests that exhibit non-deterministic behavior, i.e., the test results may change when the code under test has not. Flaky tests are an example of unreliable tests. Since the outcome of flaky tests is unreliable, the statements covered only by flaky tests should not raise the confidence of development teams as much as statements covered by robust tests.

Previous studies [15, 17] have relied on re-running tests several times to determine flaky tests. However, the re-execution of tests is computationally expensive. In order to avoid re-running tests, we rely on previous test execution history available through OpenStack’s Continuous Integration (CI) system.

If an OpenStack developer suspects that a test result is flaky, they can request for tests to be re-executed against a specific patch. If tests are re-run against the same patch and the test result changes, it indicates the presence of a flaky test. We filter patches against which tests were run more than once and identify patches with inconsistent test outcomes. We then parse the test suite results to identify the actual test cases with non-deterministic behavior.

**DE4: Categorize statements**

To obtain an enriched coverage report, we categorize statements based on the characteristics of the test(s) that cover(s) the statements.

To do so, we first categorize statements based on the scope of the tests that cover the statement, using a combination of the test-to-statement mapping (DE1) and the detected scope of tests (DE2). Since statements may be covered by multiple tests, it is possible for a statement to be covered by:

- Unit tests only: The statement is covered by one or more unit tests, but no functional tests.
- Functional tests only: The statement is covered by one or more functional tests, but no unit tests.
- Both unit and functional tests: The statement is covered by at least one unit test and at least one functional test.

For each category, we further classify the statements based on the reliability of the tests covering the statement. If all of the tests covering a statement are flaky, the statement is considered as flakily covered. If there is at least one non-flaky test covering a statement, then the statement is considered robustly covered. If a statement is not covered by any test, it is considered not covered.

### 4 Enriched Coverage Observations

Following the procedure to categorize statements (DE4), we obtain an enriched coverage report. This report shows the total coverage for each project and splits the coverage numbers based on test scope and test reliability. We visualize the coverage split using a Sankey diagram [27]. Sankey diagrams are variants of flow diagrams, in which the width of arrows is proportional to flow quantity.

Figure 2 shows the three-tiered Sankey diagrams generated for the studied projects. At the first level, all of the statements are categorized as either covered or uncovered. At the second level, all of the covered statements are categorized based on test scope (unit only, functional only, both). At the third level, statements in each test scope category are further categorized based on test reliability (flakily-covered, non-flakily covered).

Figure 2 shows that more statements are covered only by unit tests than only by functional tests. This is not surprising because unit tests account for a larger proportion of the test suites of the subject systems (63%-95%). More interestingly, 60.94% and 63.33% of statements are covered by both unit and functional tests in Neutron and Nova, respectively, while only 30% are covered by both types of tests in Cinder. We suspect this discrepancy is caused by the lower proportion of functional tests in Cinder (5%).

Figure 2 also shows that Cinder has the lowest coverage at 75.11%. On the surface, Nova and Neutron appear to be more thoroughly tested than Cinder. However, Cinder has the lowest percentage of flakily covered statements at 0.14%. If we were to remove the flakily covered statements from the set of covered statements, the coverage of Neutron and Cinder becomes comparable. This further supports the claim that higher coverage scores do not always indicate more thorough testing.

The Sankey diagrams help developers identify possible weakly covered statements. For example, from the Sankey diagram for Neutron, it can be seen that a large portion of statements that are covered by functional tests are flakily covered. Instead of focusing on improving code coverage numbers, developers can focus on fixing flakiness in these functional tests to improve test reliability.

**Summary of Key Findings:** Our enriched coverage reports provide insights into test scope and robustness that plain coverage reports may miss. For example, Cinder, despite having lower overall coverage (75%), has the lowest proportion of flakily covered statements (0.14%). On the other hand, Neutron has higher coverage (87%) but also has the largest proportion of flakily covered statements (10%).
5 Advocatus Diaboli

In this section, we explore the position of an Advocatus Diaboli (AD, i.e., a devil’s advocate) to determine if flakily covered statements could be attributed to basic code, developer, or maintenance characteristics. We focus on intuitive, general code characteristics that do not involve program- or language-specific code analyses. The rationale for this choice being that if flakiness in code coverage can be tackled through general code characteristics, teams can act upon our insights without requiring expensive additional analyses. Broadly speaking, the arguments of a pragmatic AD fit into (A) Dispersion; (B) Ownership; and (C) Development Activity dimensions. For each argument, we present its rationale, our approach to evaluating it, and the results that we observed.

### A. Dispersion

Dispersion properties measure the diffusion of a phenomenon across modules of the codebase. A naïve explanation of our results may be that the flakily covered statements: (A.1) are concentrated in one area of the system; (A.2) appear in poorly tested modules; or (A.3) are introduced by a small number of contributors. Below, we explore each of these AD arguments.

**Argument A.1: The flakily covered statements are all part of the same module.**

**Rationale:** The nature of some modules may increase the likelihood of tests to be flaky. For instance, a module that focuses on networking may be prone to flakily covered statements due to tests depending upon responses received from across a network. If such a naïve explanation were true, the value of our observation about the frequency of flakily covered statements may be limited.

**Approach:** We use treemaps [28] to investigate the concentration of flakily covered statements across modules. Treemaps allow shape nesting, size, and shade properties to be mapped on to data properties. In our treemaps, each node (box) corresponds to a source code file. Thicker lines indicate module groupings, i.e., files nested within thick lines appear within the same module. Each file in the treemap is shaded according to the number of flakily covered statements it contains (darker shaded files indicate more flakily covered statements).

**Results:** Figure 3 shows that flakily covered statements are often dispersed across modules. In Nova and Neutron, 70% and 79% of modules contain at least one flakily covered statement. Among those modules that contain flakily covered statements, the Nova and Neutron modules respectively have: (a) medians of 17 and 7 flakily covered statements; and (b) standard deviations of 173 and 246 flakily covered statements. Indeed, the results indicate that flakiness impacts a large proportion of modules.

On the other hand, flakily covered statements in the Cinder system are more concentrated. Figure 3(c) shows that only 17% of the modules contain at least one flakily covered statement. One plausible explanation for the higher concentration of flakily covered statements in the Cinder system may be the fact that there are only 155 identified flakily covered statements. 115 of the 155 flakily covered statements (73%) are located in the volumes/drivers slice.
module – the module that contains 75% of the statements in the Cinder codebase.

While the module-level dispersion of flakily covered statements is often quite high, Figure 3 shows that some files have a larger amount of flakily covered statements than others. We observe that most of these “hotspots” are among the largest files in the module. For example, virt/libvirt/driver.py and compute/manager.py files are the largest in the virt/libvirt and compute modules in the Nova system. On further examination of virt/libvirt/driver.py, it appears that the file contains code to connect and configure multiple external services. Luo et al. [15] found that network dependencies were common causes of non-determinism in tests.

Closer inspection of the flakily covered statements in these hotspot files reveals that they may be especially susceptible to turbulent network conditions or incorrect platform assumptions. For example, in commit d1f37ff8, lines 6459-6464 of file virt/libvirt/driver.py are not robustly covered because there are two separate blocks of code that raise the same InvalidNetworkNUMAAffinity exception with different messages based on the response from the network. The overly-specific flaky test checks for an exact match of one message.

**Argument A.2: The flakily covered statements appear in areas of code that are poorly covered in general.**

**Rationale:** Flakily covered statements may be more likely to appear in modules with lax testing practices in general. Since low coverage may indicate that testing is insufficient [6], it may also be an indicator of where flakily covered statements are likely to appear. Such a trivial explanation would threaten the value of our prior observations.

**Approach:** For each file, we compute the number of uncovered statements and flakily covered statements. Next, we compute the Spearman correlation coefficient ($\rho$) to measure the strength of the relationship between poor coverage and incidences of flakily covered statements. We choose to use Spearman’s $\rho$ rather than Pearson’s $r$ because Spearman’s $\rho$ can detect non-linear associations. Spearman’s $\rho$ ranges from -1 to 1, with 0 indicating no correlation, 1 indicating a positive correlation (i.e., an increase in the incidences of uncovered statements is associated with increases in the incidences of flakily covered statements), and -1 indicating an inverse correlation (i.e., an increase in the incidences of uncovered statements is associated with a decrease in the incidences of flakily covered statements and vice versa). To control for file size, we also compute Spearman’s $\rho$ to measure the correlation between the density of uncovered statements and flakily covered statements (i.e., normalized by file size).

**Results:** For Nova and Neutron, we observe weak ($\rho = 0.36$) and very weak ($\rho = 0.189$) levels of positive correlation between incidences of uncovered and flakily covered statements. While statistically significant, the magnitude of these correlations do not support the AD’s hypothesis. Furthermore, in Cinder, we observe a weak level of negative correlation ($\rho = -0.327$), further weakening the argument of the AD.

When controlling for file size, for Neutron and Cinder, we observe very weak levels of correlation ($\rho = 0.065$ for Neutron, $\rho = 0.085$ for Cinder). In Nova, we observe

---

**Fig. 3:** Dispersion of flakily covered statements across modules. Although there are hotspots, flakily covered statements are dispersed across modules.
a weak level of negative correlation \((\rho = -0.089)\). These density correlation values also do not support the claim that uncovered and flakily covered statements are associated.

**Argument A.3: The flakily covered statements are most likely introduced by a small group of developers.**

**Rationale:** Every developer has a characteristic style, ranging from preferences about identifier naming to preferences about object relationships and design patterns. Some styles may result in statements that are hard to robustly cover.

**Approach:** We use the git blame command to find out the last known author of flakily covered statements. The last known author is a commonly applied heuristic to estimate ownership in previous studies [29]. We also use the git log command to extract the list of authors who have modified flakily covered statements over time. We group the flakily covered statements by author and study their distributions using hexbin plots. A hexbin plot is a variant of a scatter plot where overlapping points are represented by a single hexagonal bin. The shade of the bin indicates the number of points in the bin. For our analysis, we plot the total number of statements authored by a contributor on the X-axis and the number of flakily covered statements authored on the Y-axis.

**Results:** Figure 4 shows the number of flakily covered statements varies across contributors. The percentage of contributors who have authored at least one flakily covered statement is 41% for Nova, 46% for Neutron and 5% for Cinder when flakily covered statements are associated with the last author of the statement. When flakily covered statements are associated with all authors, the percentages slightly increase to 43% for Nova and 49% for Neutron, but there is no change for Cinder. In the case of Nova and Neutron, contributors with the highest number of flakily covered statements have also authored more statements in general. On the other hand, in Cinder, the contributor with the most number of lines has not contributed any flakily covered lines.

**Dispersion:** Flakily covered statements are dispersed across modules and contributors.

**B. Ownership**

Due to a lack of familiarity, new contributors to a project may not fully comprehend the architecture or design implications of their initial contributions. More experienced contributors would be less likely to make such mistakes.
Ownership properties, which are contributor-oriented metrics such as experience, may explain the incidences of flakily covered statements. A naive explanation of our results may be that flakily covered statements occur because new contributors tend to: (B.1) write statements that result in non-deterministic behaviour or (B.2) write tests that are non-deterministic. Below, we explore these AD arguments.

**Argument B.1: New contributors tend to contribute code that is difficult to test robustly.**

**Rationale:** Whenever a block of code is changed, all the tests that cover the block of code must also be verified and updated to reflect changes made to source code. A new contributor who is unfamiliar with the test suite, may be unaware of which tests need to be modified. If the code under test is changed in a way that makes a test flaky, then it will lead to flakily covered statements.

**Approach:** For each statement, we estimate its author’s experience with the project by computing the number of commits that an author has made prior to changing that statement. To conserve space, detailed plots of the distributions have been relegated to the online appendix.

We use Mann Whitney U tests to check whether differences in the distributions are statistically significant. The Mann Whitney U test is a non-parametric test of the null hypothesis that two distributions come from the same population. We adopt a conservative threshold ($\alpha=0.01$) for rejecting the null hypothesis of our test, which is: $H_0$: There is no significant difference between the distributions of author experience of flakily covered statements and robustly covered statements.

Next, to estimate the practical difference between these distributions, we apply Cliff’s delta, a non-parametric effect-size measure. Values of Cliff’s delta range between -1 and 1. We adopt the significance levels proposed by prior work [30]: negligible when $0 \leq |\delta| < 0.147$, small when $0.147 \leq |\delta| < 0.330$, medium when $0.330 \leq |\delta| < 0.474$, and large when $0.474 \leq |\delta| \leq 1$. A positive Cliff’s delta indicates that values of the first distribution are larger than those of the second distribution, while a negative Cliff’s delta indicates the inverse. Similar to Argument A.1, we study the experience of the last author to modify the statement, as well as all authors who have modified the statement.

**Results:** Column 1 of Table 1 shows the Mann-Whitney U test results of comparing the last-known author experience values. The test results are significant ($p < 0.001$ in all three cases), indicating that we can reject our null hypothesis $H_0$. However, the effect size is negligible for all three projects, indicating that the practical difference is insignificant.

Column 2 of Table 1 shows the Mann-Whitney U test results of comparing the author experience throughout the history of a statement. For Cinder, the test result is inconclusive ($p > 0.01$). For Nova and Neutron, the test results are significant ($p < 0.001$ for Nova and $p < 0.01$ for Neutron), indicating that we can reject our null hypothesis $H_0$. However, the effect size is negligible for both projects, indicating that the practical difference is insignificant.

**Argument B.2: The flaky tests that lead to flakily covered statements are introduced by new contributors, who lack familiarity with the project.**

**Rationale:** When new contributors write tests, they may not be completely aware of the system runtime conditions. Thus, new contributors may be more prone to writing flaky tests, which in turn will create flakily covered statements.

**Approach:** We use the same heuristic approach to estimate the experience of authors as we applied in Argument B.1. In this case, we apply the heuristic to test code. We again use Mann Whitney U tests and Cliff’s delta effect-size measures to compare distributions statistically, and relegate detailed plots of the distributions to the online appendix.

**Results:** Column 3 of Table 1 shows the results of comparing the last-known author experience values. For Neutron and Cinder, there is no significant difference in the experience of authors of flaky and robust tests. For Nova, we observe a significant difference ($p < 0.001$); however, the Cliff’s delta effect size is negligible.

Column 4 of Table 1 shows the result of comparing author experience values throughout the history of the tests. For Nova, the test results are significant ($p < 0.001$), indicating that we can reject our null hypothesis $H_0$. However, the effect size is negligible, indicating that the practical difference is insignificant. For Neutron and Cinder the test results are inconclusive ($p > 0.01$).

We cannot conclude that flaky tests are introduced only by new contributors who lack familiarity with the project.

**Ownership:** The experience of authors of flaky tests and flakily covered statements are often significantly different than the experience of authors of robust tests and robustly covered statements, respectively ($p < 0.001$ in 13 of 18 cases). However, in no case is the difference non-negligible ($\delta < 0.147$), indicating that the difference is of no practical consequence.

**TABLE 1:** Comparing flakily covered statements and flaky tests with robustly covered statements and robust tests, respectively. Numbers indicate the Cliff’s delta effect sizes, which are negligible unless shown in bold. The asterisks indicate the p-values of the Mann-Whitney U test, where ** indicates $p < 0.01$, and *** indicates $p < 0.001$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Statement Last Author Experience (B.1)</th>
<th>Statement All Authors Experience (B.1)</th>
<th>Test Last Author Experience (B.2)</th>
<th>Test All Authors Experience (B.2)</th>
<th>Statement Age (C.1)</th>
<th>Statement Churn (C.2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nova</td>
<td>0.0396***</td>
<td>0.04***</td>
<td>0.0535***</td>
<td>0.061***</td>
<td>0.0337***</td>
<td>0.0925***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutron</td>
<td>0.1231***</td>
<td>0.026**</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.1156***</td>
<td>0.2590***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinder</td>
<td>0.0751***</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.06221***</td>
<td>0.0281***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. https://tinyurl.com/flakyprogramelements-appendix
C. Development Activity

In large software systems, different parts of the system change at different rates. The recency and frequency of development activity may already explain where flakiness occurs. Indeed, a naïve explanation of our results may be that the flakily covered statements are: (C.1) are not under active development; or (C.2) undergo plenty of churn. Below, we explore each of these AD arguments.

Argument C.1: The flakily covered statements are statements that are not under active development.

Rationale: Source code is continuously evolving and needs to be actively maintained. However, as software evolves, some areas of the codebase attract more developer attention, while other parts do not. The flakily covered statements that we observe may simply be due to a lack of maintenance priority on the modules where they appear.

Approach: To investigate C.1, we estimate the age of each statement using the number of days since the last change to the statement. We again use Mann Whitney U tests and Cliff’s delta effect-size measures to statistically compare the distributions of statement age in robustly and flakily covered statements. Detailed plots of the distributions are available in the online appendix.

Results: Column 5 of Table 1 shows the results of the Mann-Whitney U test, which indicate that the null hypothesis can be rejected, and that there is a statistically significant difference in the age of statements between the two groups. However, the Cliff’s delta effect sizes are negligible.

Argument C.2: Flakily covered statements are those that undergo plenty of churn.

Rationale: When statements change, the tests that cover them may also have to change. If test maintenance is neglected, tests may not accurately assess the code under test. Flakily covered statements may be a symptom of the test and production code synchronization problem. In their study, Elbaum et al. concluded that even minor changes in production code can significantly affect test coverage.

Approach: To investigate C.2, we compute the amount of churn of each statement, i.e., the number of commits in which the statement has been modified. We again use Mann Whitney U tests and Cliff’s delta effect-size measures to statistically compare the churn of flakily and robustly covered statements. Detailed plots of the distributions are available in the online appendix.

Results: Column 6 of Table 1 shows that results of the Mann-Whitney U test, which indicate that there is a significant difference in the rates of churn that flakily and robustly covered statements undergo. However, the Cliff’s effect sizes indicate that the practical difference is negligible or small. Therefore, in terms of churn, the flakily covered statements are not considerably different from robustly covered statements.

Importance: Flakily covered statements are similar to robustly covered statements in terms of age and churn.
select the flaky test that provides the most return on investment at each step. The (re-)ranking and selection processes are repeated until no flakily covered statements remain or until all tests have been suggested for repair.

6.2 Evaluation Setup

In order to evaluate GreedyFlake, we compare GreedyFlake with baseline approaches. The first baseline is a random prioritization approach, where we recommend a randomly selected flaky test for repair at each stage. The random baseline is not selected to be a true baseline, but rather as a sanity check. If our technique underperforms with respect to random guessing, it is truly not worth adopting. We estimate the random baseline empirically by selecting the median performance scores of 100 random orderings.

Previous studies have suggested algorithms for Test Case Prioritization, such as Total Statement Coverage Prioritization (TSCP) and Additional Statement Coverage Prioritization (ASCP). These baselines have been successfully applied to other Test Case Prioritization problems [25], and have been shown to achieve reasonable performance [24]. TSCP sorts tests by the amount of coverage that they provide in descending order. ASCP performs a re-ranking step to select the test that offers the most improvement in coverage. If GreedyFlake underperforms with respect to these baselines, it would be more prudent to prioritize tests based on coverage to repair flakily covered statements, avoiding the costs involved in labelling these statements.

Finally, we compare GreedyFlake with Total Flaky Statement Coverage Prioritization (TFSCP). In TFSCP, we skip the re-ranking step of GreedyFlake to determine if re-ranking actually leads to better performance.

We compare the approaches using Alberg diagrams [33]. The GreedyFlake and baseline approaches are each plotted on a grid that shows the cumulative percentage of flakily covered statements that have been repaired (Y axis) against the number of flaky tests that have been repaired (X axis). Lines that climb quicker (i.e., are drawn towards the top-left corner of the grid fastest) are achieving better results.

In addition, for each line, we compute the Area Under the Cost Effectiveness Curve (AUCEC), i.e., the integral of a line in the Alberg diagram space. To do so, we first transform the X axis into a proportion scale, so that both axes of the Alberg diagram range from 0–1. We then compute the AUCEC as \( \int_0^1 f(x) \, dx \), where \( f(x) \) is approximated using the collected points in the Alberg diagram space. This AUCEC value ranges between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating the worst performance, 1 indicating the best performance. Our metric AUCEC is similar to the APFD metric Elbaum et al. [21] proposed for evaluating test case prioritization (i.e., the weighted average of the percentage of faults detected).

6.3 Evaluation Results

Figure 6 shows the Alberg diagrams where different approaches are compared. In all of the studied cases, GreedyFlake achieves the top prioritization performance.

Table 2 shows the AUCEC values of each approach. In Nova, GreedyFlake improves over TSCP by 22 percentage points, while improving over ASCP by five percentage points. In Neutron, GreedyFlake still improves over TSCP by eight percentage points. In Neutron, the largest tests tend to be flaky. In Cinder, GreedyFlake improves vastly over random guessing, TSCP, and ASCP. This is because there are only a small number of flakily covered statements, thus
the benefit of an approach that focuses on flakily covered statements is maximized.

When we turn our attention to the improvement achieved by the greedy re-ranking step, we see that re-ranking does not achieve very large improvements. There is a marginal improvement of 1–3 percentage points in AUCEC between GreedyFlake and TFSCP. Nonetheless, the majority of the benefit is achieved by focusing on flakily covered statements, and re-ranking, although reasonable, does not have much of an impact.

GreedyFlake outperforms random and traditional test case prioritization baseline approaches for prioritizing flaky tests to repair by at least eight percentage points. On the other hand, there is only marginal benefit to the costly re-ranking step (1–3 percentage points), so “greediness” is not necessary to achieve most of the benefit.

7 Threats To Validity
We now discuss the threats to the validity of our study.

7.1 Construct Validity
Construct threats to validity concern the link between theory and real observation.

We categorize a statement as robustly covered if there is at least one robust test covering the statement. In reality, a statement may be considered robustly covered if and only if all the tests covering the statements are robust. Hence, the flaky coverage reported in the study is a lower bound. If statements are more aggressively marked as flakily covered, it will lead to an increase in the number of flakily covered statements and strengthen our claim for the inclusion of reliability in code coverage.

In the evaluation of GreedyFlake, we assume that the cost of repairing any flaky test is equal. However, in reality, some tests are harder to repair than others. The cost of repairing flaky tests depends on many factors, such as the reproducibility of the flakiness, the root cause of the flakiness, the complexity of the test, or the familiarity of the developer with the source code. If a robust measurement for each dimension could be formulated, our prioritization approaches could be re-evaluated as a multi-objective optimization problem. Search-Based Software Engineering (SBSE) approaches could be applied to derive a solution. Nonetheless, in this work, we focus on the prioritization aspect of GreedyFlake, which is a necessary first step.

7.2 Internal Validity
Internal threats to validity concern our ability to rule out other plausible explanations for our results.

We rely on developers to examine test failures and re-run tests to build our corpus of flaky tests. Developers might not always choose to re-run tests or they might not always observe flaky failures. Hence, the flakiness detected through our approach should be interpreted as a lower bound. However, with our approach, we can focus on flakiness that manifests in the continuous integration pipeline and actively tackle flakiness that has concretely impacted development workflows.

Since we did not find strong evidence for the AD arguments, we presume that flakily covered statements are non-trivially explained and would benefit from tool support. It may be that another confounding factor that we have not considered would explain our results. Nevertheless, we analyzed the flakily covered statements from different dimensions of dispersion, ownership and importance. Our observations withstood all three dimensions of confounding factor analysis.

The lower proportion of flakily covered statements results in an imbalanced data set, which can be of concern for statistical inferences. However, the three non-parametric statistical inference techniques applied in this study (Spearman’s Rank Correlation, Mann-Whitney U test, and Cliff’s delta) do not make assumptions about the distribution of data and are not sensitive to imbalanced data.

7.3 External Validity
External validity concerns have to do with the generalizability of our study. Due to limitations of infrastructure, we were only able to successfully run coverage for three OpenStack projects. However, this study is an exploratory analysis that demonstrates changes in code coverage when test characteristics are considered. We believe that our study could motivate further research in test characteristics-aware code coverage.

8 Conclusion
Code coverage is often used as a quality gate and as a test adequacy metric. Coverage measurements assume that invocation of a program element during any test is equally valuable. Our study explored code coverage with an awareness of test reliability, to further quantify and characterize flakily covered program elements. We also found that flakily covered program elements are not uncommon and their incidences cannot be trivially explained in terms of basic code characteristics.

When prioritizing tests to repair flakily covered statements, we found that our greedy approach produces a more optimal ordering, which differs from existing test effort prioritization approaches. We believe that these observations suggest that developers can (and should) benefit from tool support to manage and mitigate flakily covered program elements.

Replication
To facilitate future work, we have made the data that we collected and the scripts that we used to analyze them available online.1
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